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The session addressed the following points::: 

1) Key issues and challenges 

 The issues addressed included: (i) What is happening in the IT industry, around the 

globe; (ii) What is happening around us locally; (iii)What is needed to be done to meet 

the growing IT industry requirements (iii) Turning Data into Information using Python. 

  

2) Key messages, outcomes, recommendations  

• Aggregation is the idea of today’s IT scenario where ideas like aggregating the user 

and the product are demanded. Emerging Start Up companies are identifying the 

problem of society and implementing the solutions digitally. Technology is getting 

better and a complete transformation is going around the globe. For the last 18 years, 

Indian and world IT industry has changed significantly. Business Companies are 

going digital. X277 times of data has been produced in last 3 years. The Earlier trend 

of producing data included human interaction with machines producing 

comparatively less amount of data but digitalisation has made it possible for machines 

or devices to interact with other devices producing tremendous amount of data every 

day. The data produced needs to managed which is known as Big Data. With each 

and every day passing, more and more devices are being added i.e. 30 million every 

week. With the growing number of devices, there is a growing scale of data for which 

5 Tera Bytes of data is reserved for each user, as reported by Gartner, NASSCOM. To 

store or handle this data, instead of having servers, cloud computing is implemented. 



Cloud computing includes Private Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. This can 

also be implemented Sun Down concept, means to use the servers of those countries 

where there’s night and day here. So, at every time, there would be someone to 

manage the servers. This makes possible the whole world to become one village. Due 

to digitalization, security has become a major concern as, if security goes well, 

digitalization is possible. With the coming attacks from black hat hackers like 

WannaCry and RansomWare, IT companies are facing loss of data and revenue. Also, 

SONY, got hacked in 2014 by a hacker group. 

• IoT (Internet of things) or Industrial IoT i.e. the interconnection via the Internet of 

computing devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive 

data. Anything that can have a chip embedded can become a sensor. This has also 

been proposed by Gartner, that 28 sensors will be used by people in the upcoming 4 

years for things like (i) If someone enters the house, the owner would be notified 

whether an authorized person or unauthorized person has entered. (ii) It is also used 

in car system, which has a proposed model that if the driver feels sleepy, the car 

would stop, stars honking and the steering wheel would start shaking notifying the 

owner and driver of the risk (iii) Google has also implemented a project using IoT 

and Artificial Intelligence that allows mothers to feed infants by not physically 

present. (iv) Vehicles will also be able to talk to each other and can even inform other 

vehicles of some accident that needs assistance of the vehicle going in that direction. 

(v) Mood Specific Lights have also been used that tunes in the intensity of light 

according the mood of the individual. 

• Industrial IoT has affected healthcare, defense, transport, energy and many other 

sectors of society. Google is working on becoming the most personal software to any 

one in next coming years. It would be able to tell the pulse rate, car location, lost 

keys, predict electricity and much more.  

• Competitive companies are analyzing the data and required individual with analytical 

skills. They require people of the organization to be agile. For that purpose, 

companies are switching to agility themselves. Also, they require fast learning 

capabilities that enables the person to learn something apart from the curriculum. 

Companies are evoluting the criteria of recruitment by organizing 

DigiThons(Hackathons) that would evaluate individual in every way possible. Earlier 

trend of developing software had people for each step of Software Life Cycle Model 

but latest trends has got companies including customer intervention at every step of 

software development that reduces the risk of error prone development.  

• At last, Data Science using Python was introduced. Python introduction included its 

features, uses and a brief introduction to few libraries that makes the core of Python. 

The reason of Python being so common among Tech Giants was made familiar with. 

Libraries included Beautiful Soup, PyMySQL, iPython and UrlLib were introduced. 

As the even came to the end, a project was shown and implemented which was used 

to generate index of keyword out of a website and making graph based on the 

keywords retrieved. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3) Conclusions by the Chair of the event 

 

 The session started off with the what and why of the technological advancements 

around the globe and around us. With the advancements, come the question of coping up 

with the industry requirements in order to be employed in the best possible organization. 

The students were motivated and encouraged to explore the emerging technologies and  

think beyond that!  

Booming concepts like Big Data, Cloud Computing, Automation, IoT, etc were discussed 

in brief. It was an interactive session that helped students to clear many doubts regarding 

the job opportunities and employment. 

Lastly, the students were introduced with ‘Data Science with Python’. They were 

familiarized with Python and where it is used and the scope of Data Science in the 

industry. 
 

 

 

 


